
3hate: - watery eggs (), The Radisson in Norfolk, VA (, Steve's dry fit 
shirts 
3love: - crafting, weird tv shows, vampire books  
3traits: - creative, crazy, random 
Howmet: At improv show at "The Playground" 
funnystories: Millions.  Mardy always has a specific need when we 
 travel indigenous to the specific place we are.  IE - we were in 
Hawaii so 
 theb trip just wouldn't be fulfilled until she had a drink from a 
 coconut.  Of course, that's rare and we only ran across it once, from 
a guy 
 with coconuts in a cooler by a road near a beach.  We were in a hurry 
to 
 get to the beach for optimal "sun time" but Mardy was also excited at 
 the prospect of a coconut drink.  So I said, "No, let;s wait, he'll be 
 here when we get back." He of course wasn't and she missed her 
 opportunity and blames me.  
genre: NP 
musts:  She also cannot say the word 
 for many things.  She just makes a sound and expects you to know what 
 the word is she is referring to. 
personalmess: I love.   
pet/nick: Mardy 
relation: wife 
sayings: "Oh Boo" (as if sad), "Deeheee" (clapping hands and excited"  
"Stupid .."   (whatever she 
 is mad at, as in "Stupid lack of getting a diamond when I want one." 
tease: Steve teases Mardy about her inability to spell and for saying 
 weird crap 
your: Steve  
 
                            The Mardy Party 
 

Your man knows you’re something that he’s a lucky guy 
Even though there’s times you don’t see eye to eye 
You’d never waer his dry fit shirts even if he begs 

You’d sooner be at the Raddison Norfolk eating watery eggs 
 

Welcome to the Mardy Party 
You won’t want to leave 

I know a guy who loves the Mardy Party 
And his name is Steve 

 
What word did you mean to say? You can’t think 
Maybe you were only asking for a cocoanut drink 

Your way with language is a thing that makes you you 
When life gets bad we all should say “Oh Boo” (“Stupid life”) 
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